Spray Tan Studio Best Practices
We have been getting many questions about our reopening. What follows is a comprehensive guide to the
recommended protocols that will ensure a safe environment for our clients.
Above all, follow your own good sense when making the decision to go to any establishment. Follow the guidelines
established by our community. Keep an eye on the statistics in our city & county. If COVID cases are still
increasing in our area, take that into consideration before going anywhere or if you feel sick; please, stay at
home.
A little about our incentive to build a strong knowledge in the prevention of COVID-19 spread.
Business as we know it is no longer going to be possible. Due to the sanitation requirements during the
pandemic, we need to allow extra time for all appointments. Coast Beach Tan has temporarily suspended all
mobile services. A
 ll clients will be screened carefully before appointments. Coast Beach Tan is taking uber
precautions to ensure your safety. Although this may be frustrating now, it will help us ALL, get passed this a
lot sooner. You may also decide to wait or to reschedule. If you do, we will refund the deposit as long as it is
within our 24hr policy of cancellation and has not exceeded. In the case of client emergencies, if passed 24hrs
to cancel, we will evaluate each case with fairness and sensitivity.
.
Pre-screening our clients is essential. Coast Beach Tan will provide signage in our studio and information on
our online site that will help you find accurate and up to date information and our certifications on Diseases
Control sanitization and our credentials.
We have developed protocols and a checklist so we are able to record sanitization of all equipment, studio,
and tools to keep track of cleaning as an added measure to visibly see it is checked off of our list.
Please keep in mind once we all get a steady adjustment of all-new routines it will become second nature. You
will begin to feel it is a natural process, and in turn, our clients will come to appreciate and trust in us, we want
you to remain with Coast Beach Tan, you are more than a client, you are Beach family. We want you to know
for sure, we have your best interests at heart.

Checklist:

*Our supplies are are an EPA grade disinfectant we also actively use a diluted bleach solution. every surface is
disinfected with and cleaned prior to the next client and then disinfected after. Follow label directions for
disinfecting, We assure disinfectants are left in place for 2-10 minutes before wiping down equipment and
surfaces to be most effective.
*. We have removed fabrics and some furniture from the studio, including chairs to assure a cleaner easy to
wipe down between clients. We have removed most fabrics and other materials that are recommended not to
be placed in establishments at this time.
*We are temporarily replacing towels and other comped items that usually are washable with disposable items.
a sheet or towel, remove and replace for each new Also Arrangement of our studio is accommodated e to
maintain 6 feet distance from one another.
*We use an extraction fan, It is essential to have good extraction in your studio.
*A HEPA air purifier. This will filter airborne particles up to 3 microns. Coronavirus is 1.4 so the filter will easily
eliminate any remaining airborne particles.
*We Clean and disinfect our spray tan tent thoroughly. We. Pull all filters out of our extraction fans, washing
hot-soapy antibacterial soap and spray with disinfectant spray.

*Disinfect all equipment, bottles, and other items we use. n and wipe them down immediately after use.
*Have hand sanitizer available.
*Have masks on hand should ‘ you forget yours.

Pre- Appointment Client Protocols

*Establish the times. are provided to assure we are taking only one client at a time this is the best policy. Many
spas and salons are requiring clients to wait in their cars until they are ready for them. We have no other area
for our clients to wait before their appointment. In this case, we have adopted the “one client at a time” rule.
*Clients should come alone. No family or friends in the spray room area at the same time.
*We will Email our clients the screening questions and protocols at least 2 days prior to appt., and follow up
with a call. , we can text your questions and protocols. we Require clients to answer the screening questions to
confirm their appointment. you must be screened Every time.
*Masks- are a requirement for the spray tan artist, we do supply clients with a mask per request Wearing masks
protects others. My mask protects you, yours protects me. There is a way to spray your face with a mask, if
client opt-out of spray onto face you can touch up with a personalized bronzer (for sale at the studio) if
needed.
*Clients MUST bring a change of clothes unless they are coming straight from home with no stops. If you are
coming from work or have been out and about, it is prudent to contain your clothing in a plastic bag. Clients
may bring their own hairclips, robe, and towels if they use one. *Payment- clients should expect to prepay for
their appointment to eliminate the handling of cash or credit cards that use your cellphone or tablet. If this not
possible, please bring cash in a plastic baggy, or the client may use the link we send to handle card
transactions, this eliminates cross transfer by touching.

Appointment Client Protocols
* clients remove their shoes in a separate area away from the spray room. If you just have one room, leave
shoes outside of the studio.
*Please wash hands and use hand sanitizer prior to entering r studio.
* We apply barrier cream, for our clients to assure proper application and no touching of the studio products.
* At the time of appt. the client will disrobe the area. removing clothes and place them into a bag. all Jewelry
should be placed in their purse.
*We do have totes for sale.
*client remain in the tent for drying or powder. If clients want finishing powder service, we can administer this
at a safe distance or we sell a personalized finishing powder product let us know if you’d like us to order a
specialized brush or have them bring their own for application. If they do use a brush, provide a paper towel to
wrap it up in.
*We Provide trash receptacle for their disposable garments. After the session please note you will be asked to
put personal towels or robes, brought with you in the bag with the clothes you wore in.

As we proceed through the rest of this year and beyond, prepare to be flexible. Current restrictions may loosen, and then
get more stringent. We may go through several periods of this. Let us try to Focus on the positives and use this time to
build a working trust with one another.
Most of all, take care of yourself. We will get to the other side of this.
We are always here as a resource for you. We will do our best to keep you updated on the latest information. We look
forward to hearing how you are all are doing, please stay in touch if you are holding off on visiting beauty services.

